SSR #

20170154
20190137
20180138

Ticket
Number

51865

Member Case ID's - Updated member's Case ID's to ensure they cannot be a Social Security Number.

DECEMBER QUARTERLY RELEASE 12/12/2019
Review Edits R466 (RECIPIENT INELIGIBLE FOR LTC SERVICES ON DOS) and R467 (RECIPIENT INELIGIBLE
FOR LTC SERVICES ON DOS - SPLIT BILL) - Cleaned up edits to ensure contract type C and D do not fail these
edits inappropriately.

20190159

Modify Edit R660 (DHS MHS ENC RCP MUST BE ON MHS ENROLL) for Integration - This change will look to see if
the primary diagnosis is Behavior Health, then the member must have a BH FYI record. This change will eliminate the
large volume of invalid encounter pends.

20190173
20190174

20190196

50508
59892
73553
80766

20190202

20190167
20190178

NOVEMBER RELEASE 11/21/2019
Ordering Provider Edit - A new edit, P602 “ORDERING PROVIDER NPI INVALID” is created to ensure the
appropriate capturing of ordering and referring providers.
Inactivated BH Records - Fixed a system issue in where, in certain circumstances, the inappropriate behavioral health
category is being used.
A905 Form Type C Bypass - Add a bypass check for the A905 (UNREASONABLE AHCCCS ALLOWED AMT IN
RELATION TO BILLED AMT) form type C to also compare the AHCCCS allowed to the ingredient cost submitted. If
those two amounts are reasonable, bypass the A905.

20190150

20190162

Description

66515

Modify Edits A950 (DATA GATHERING ERROR), R480(RECIPIENT NOT ENROLLED ON SERVICE DATES), R397
(NO AHCCCS OR STATE ONLY ELIG/ENRL FOR DOS) - This change is needed due to the State Only redesign last
year and will eliminate a large volume of invalid encounter pends.
DECEMBER RELEASE 12/26/2019
State Only Records on Medicaid BH 834 - Fix a system issue to ensure that RBHA’s are consistently receiving State
Only 834 enrollment transactions.
State Only BH Incorrectly on Temporary FFS (008690) - Ensure that behavioral health segments are not created for
member's enrolled in Temporary FFS.
Primary DX restrictions for Social Determinants of Health (SDoH) - Impacts claims and encounters appropriate
adherence to coding standards. Ensures claims and encounters for all MCO’s other than CMDP (010166 ), do not
use SDoH diagnosis as a primary or principal diagnosis.
JANUARY RELEASE 1/16/2020
Add Field to Encounter Panel - This will create a VBP Contract ID field for form type C that will be populated with the
appropriate value that is being submitted on the Post Adjudication file.
The DUGless process will be modified to not accept entry of substance use data without attestation by the provider of
the member's informed consent to share this data and the upload and capture of a PDF or scanned image of the
member's signed AHCCCS required consent form. Also, the effective date of the data added via file upload to the
DUGless is captured. It will also give providers time to test these changes

